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The Continental Congress - what a great meeting. 
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Thank You to
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Letters To The Editors From The Editors
Dear Michelle,

It looks like our time as editors is coming to a close. 
Working with you for this last year has been a 
privilege. Your leadership, and our collaboration, has 
taken this magazine from a poorly distributed set of 
stapled together MS Paint documents to a beautiful 
campus institution.

Students at Macalester can now look forward to 
getting a put-together, typo-free magazine twice 
a semester! I think our leadership has taken this 
magazine, and this model organization, to the next 
level.

Don’t feel down that we didn’t get invited to the 
“Climate Change Isn’t Funny” event last week. 
You’re funny. I just like fossil fuels. I’m sorry you got 
dragged into that.

From joining the magazine with you as staff writers 
our freshman year to being editors together our 
senior year, working with you has been just the best! 
I can’t wait to see what kind of creative collaborations 
we come up with next!

XOXO
Joe

Dear Joe,

Well here we are. It’s hard to believe that our time 
at the Hegemonocle is about to end. It’s also hard 
to believe that you ever became an Editor-in-Chief. 
Working with you this last year has been god-awful. 
Maybe you were better suited as a staff writer. 
Or as someone completely unaffiliated with the 
Hegemonocle. Your performance on the Hege is the 
same as your performance on the Blue Monkeys - 
you’ll always be on the C-Team.

I think you should take a shower, and then think 
about what you’ve done. It won’t take very long, 
because you haven’t done much and you don’t think 
much either. The shower will take long though 
because you stink, Joe.

Farewell,
Michelle

PS. Maybe you should consider changing your pants 
once in a while. Orange corduroy looks good on 
nobody. Including you.

?
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Kanye Changes His Daughter’s Name to 
South West After Great Flight

After an embarrassing rollout a few months ago, the 
Obama Administration has finally worked out the kinks 
with the Heathcare.gov website.
 The catch? It only works while using Internet Explorer.
 “I understand the website is not as, you know, perfect 
as we would like it to be. That’s on me,” said President 
Obama. “But if you just use Internet Explorer as your 
browser, all of your problems will be solved.”
 Even with the fix, many are refusing to sign up due to the 
lack of options on the browser level.
 “Are you fucking kidding me? First the government 
tries to get me to buy health care and now I have to use 
goddamn Internet Explorer to do so?” jeered Matthew 
Peterson, a college student at Georgetown Univeristy. “I’d 
rather die.”

Citing “great customer service, complimentary beverages, 
and banging stewardesses,” Kanye West announced that he 
was officially changing his daughter’s name to South in a 
showing of respect to the airplane company Southwest.
 The name switch was not done hastily as Kanye said he 
had been considering changing daughter North’s name 
since before her birth. However, his December flight from 
JFK to BIL seemed to be the catalyst pushing him to make 
an official change.
 “Southwest is the like the Kanye West of the airline 
industry; they are gods,” stated the ‘Heartless’ singer. “I 
still ain’t had a better flight than that to this mothafuckin 
day.”
 Kim Kardashian seemed to fully embrace the name change 
for her daughter by proclaiming, “Kanye is such a creative 
genius—it’s like, no one else would have thought of that. 
He’s just so amazing.”

Obamacare Website Finally Fixed, 
Only Works with Internet Explorer

WRITTEN BY: COAT RACK EDITED BY: COAT RACK

BIG NEWS
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Man Wins Good Guy Award

 Yesterday, area man Randall Gibaldi won an award for 
being a Good Guy. The winner usually exhibits traits 
that explicitly show they are a good person. This is Mr. 
Gibaldi’s first award. 

Mr. Gibaldi expressed his contentment. “I am glad I won 
this award. I know I have my misgivings, but I’ve always 
thought of myself as a generally good guy and it’s nice to 
know other people agree.” 

When asked to comment, Mr. Gibaldi’s former professor 
Jerry Chrysanthemum said, “I would definitely describe 
him as good.”

His housemate from college, Homer Un, said, “Yea, Ayn 
Rand [Randall Gibaldi], he deserved it. He would pee on 
the seat, but he always wiped it off after. He really earned 
this one.” 

Ex-girlfriend Kimmy Jemmel added, “He cheated on me, 
but he got me flowers after.” 

Mr. Gibaldi’s mother was overjoyed. “I knew my little 
Randy could do it! He used to find and kill squirrels in the 
neighborhood,” she said. “But he always made the softest 
mittens out of the fur. I’m so happy everyone could see 
what I’ve always known, that he’s a good person at heart.”

Despite his success, Mr. Gibaldi isn’t satisfied. “This has all 
been so great, and I’d really love to win again next year,” 
Mr. Gibaldi said while holding the door for someone. 

Area Man Almost Has Extra Vending 
Machine Candy Bar

Local accounts manager Thom O’Connell has spent 
the past forty minutes attempting to remove an extra 
Snickers bar from its coil. According to onlookers 
in the snack room, O’Connell has tried every 
conceivable method of removal to no avail. As one 
bystander reported, the commotion first started with 
Thom slamming his fists into the snack machine.

 “At first I thought he was foolish to even try,” 
admitted Cynthia Lauer, one of O’Connell’s co-
workers. “But then I realized just how close the candy 
bar was to falling. I couldn’t peel myself away.”

After rocking the machine back and forth, O’Connell 
made the bold play to get on his knees and reach 
through the retrieval slot. Amid squeals of excitement 
from the onlookers, he twisted his arm further and 
further into the bowels of the snack dispenser—past 
the Trident, Starburst, and Combos, but just shy of 
the chocolaty prize.

Asked why this trial has become such a spectacle, one 
office worker offered an insight: “Thom’s just had a 
really tough time lately. His teenager keeps giving him 
grief, his wife seems distant, and his father has been 
sick in the hospital for weeks now. One free Snickers 
might not seem like much to any of us, but Thom 
needs this. And we’re all here to support him.”
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Songs About Jayne: 
Maroon 5’s Tribute to Macalester’s Greatest 

Registrar

Including Tracks Such As:

“She Will Be An Anthropology Major With A Concentration 
In Community Health”

“Sunday Morning After The Add/Drop Deadline”

“That Study Abroad Course Load Makes Me Wonder”

“Not Coming Home During The First Week Of Registration 
Because I Am Busy”

“This Love Should Be Turned Into A Minor Through The 
Appropriate Paperwork”

“I Can’t Believe You Didn’t Fulfill Your Internationalism 
Requirement Before Graduation”

“Let’s Put A Cross-list On That Course”

Order your copy today: Email niemi@macalester.edu for details!

Call it the new Kony – #Mulletz4Cali, a 
charity movement that promotes donating 
hair to the hairless, is popping up on 
Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr accounts 
the world over.  The #cause’s popularity 
skyrocketed last week, when singer Miley 
Cyrus tweeted the following:

Like father like daughter! Bout to grow 
out that party in the back for my baldies 
in Cali!  #Mulletz4Cali  #Love #Bald 
#AchyBreakyHeart  #BuyBangerzOniTunes  

The #cause’s website, 
BusinessintheFrontCharityintheBack.
tumblr.com, explains that a tainted 
water supply in California is causing 
uncontrollable hair loss.  The site 
encourages the non-affected to grow out 
their hair in mullets and donate it when it 
reaches a foot in length.  The site features 
several how-to tutorials on styling your 
mullet for work, holidays, and Motorhead 
concerts.  Donors will either receive a 
picture from the balding recipient or, 
if the recipient is under the age of 55, a 
thoughtful Vine.

#MULLETZ4CALI
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erhaps you have noticed that Macalester propaganda has been quite lackluster lately. (See the photo on the left?) 
Fear not, the Hegemonocle st

(1) Change the globe-in-an-orange logo 
to a banana-in-a-globe 
Nothing does the trick better than a nice and subtle phallic 
message.

(4) Shakira
Regardless of your sexual preference, Shakira is a 
symbol of pure sex. If we could get Shakira to enroll 
at the very least as a part-time student, sexiness on 
campus would be increased big time. Not only would 
we bringing a smokin’ hot sexual presence to campus, 
but her walking around campus would basically force 
everyone to step their game up coitus wise.  

(2) More Garrison 
Keillor 
Everywhere. Why aren’t we pimping 
the fuck out of the proximity of this 
sexy man to our campus on our 
brochures and videos?! Let the sultry 
tones of Prairie Home Companion 
hypnotize recent Mac grads into 
shoveling barrels of money into our 
school. Also his body is the shape of 
a boner.

(3) Get controversial
Sign a lifetime P-card contract with Wells Fargo/bring back 
the ice rink/club some squirrels. Three words my brothas and 
sistas: Miley Muthafuckin’ Cyrus. Controversy is hella sexy. No, 
no, we do not mean Cyrus’s traumatizing “twerk.” Don’t do that! 
But maybe you should consider raising a stink every once in a 
while! Get people mad, shock the world! When emotions run 
high so do pheromones. Think about it. 

(5) Change up the salad bar 
Bear with me here everyone. The salad bar at Café 
Mac has a lot of sexy options, no doubt. From 
pepperoni and bacon bits sometimes, to honey 
mustard dressing, there is a lot to get excited about. 
But there is one area that is seriously lacking, and 
that is in the pre-made salad section. On any given 
day you could have a wide selection of tuna, pasta, or 
potato salads. All of them must be replaced by EGG 
SALAD. Egg salad is by far the sexiest of the mayo-

based salads and that needs 
to be reflected at Café 

Mac.  

SEX IT UP, MAC!
Perhaps you have noticed that Macalester 
propaganda has been quite lackluster lately. 
(See the photo on the left?) Fear not, the 
Hegemonocle staff has graciously offered to 
pass along some of our revered PR wisdom to 
the Admissions and Annual Fund departments 
to seduce even the 
most repressed of 
overachieving 
prospective 
fresh-people 
and under-
achieving 
debt-ridden 
alumni.
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Pathetic College Student Goes Trick-or-Treating
Macalester first-year Ben Steinway, described by fellow students as a “total loser,” reportedly went trick-or-
treating this Halloween dressed in an ill-fitting Spiderman costume which he was still wearing at interview 
time.

“Homeowners usually asked ‘Aren’t you a little old for this?,’” Steinway said. “Then I would stare at them and 
they would give me candy.”

The creep went alone, saying that none of his friends wanted to come along.

“Yeah, I guess they’re all too cool to have fun,” he said with a laugh.  “I don’t care, 
I’m still a kid at heart.  I love holidays.  I’m totally going to go Easter-egg hunting 
in the spring, too.”

Steinway, whose overbearingly enthusiastic attitude is completely and 
utterly sickening, skipped a physics problem set in order to go. He 
explained,“Halloween comes once a year, man, I’m not gonna miss 

it on account of some homework.  Look, you only live once, and I’m 
not about to waste my life not taking every chance I get to have fun.”

 
When asked if he would trick-or-treat next year as well, the barely even pitiable 
Steinway was sure that he would.

“Of course!  Halloween is probably my favorite holiday.  My parents would 
never let me stay out late enough to get a lot of candy when I was a little kid, 

so I’m just really trying to take advantage of the freedom I have now.”

What a complete shithead.

3

4

1
PASSIVE 
VOICE 
SHOULD 

BE USED BY YOU. 
Don’t intimidate 
your reader with 
assertive language. 

2
WRITE ALL PAPERS 
IN AN ABAB RHYME 
SCHEME. It’s pleasing 
to the ears. 

GIVE 
CHARACTERS 

DEPTH 
THROUGH 

AMBIGUITY. 
Give them 

all the same 
name. 

5
DRINK ALCOHOL TO 
SPUR CREATIVITY. 
Optional: become an 
alcoholic. Most good 

writers were. My dad was too.

DON’T ASK YOUR 
FRIENDS FOR A 
PEER REVIEW. 

They will steal your brilliance. 

The Hegemonocle’s

Guide to Writing

Mr. Steinway, posing in mid-March. He’s feeling some chafing, but doing fine.
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Report: John Finally Accomplishes #2
John Shatner returned from break and delivered a container of feces to his RA. John explained “I was doing a lot of 
thinking over break, and you were right: I was getting too carried away last semester partying, not doing my homework, 
and skipping class. So I decided to take your advice and get my shit together.”

Later, the young student shed more light on his situation. “Yeah, I just feel really relieved to finally get my life in order,” 
Shatner said. “At the end of last semester, I was feeling really pooped. Between all the parties and late nights, I was 
exhausted and I realized I had to let something go in order for me to thrive at Macalester.” 

Shatner spoke in particular about how his revelation has helped him with his studies: “I was really struggling in my 
Contemporary Concepts course, but now that I’ve gotten my poop in a group I know everything about fecal anti-matter.”

Hours after the incident, Shatner seemed calm and collected, parting with a simple “Deuces.”

e d ü i o h u j n ¢ r f t x e d r f
e s i o m u n h i u e e p s d t i j
i u j y r d s a e d e b i m o £ p o
k j u r f g y e e d e r s e a d x c
u i k l o f y t g e r d e s x e c u
h o u a s d r f t y u i o p l k j h
g d s a d u f e s a é d e i k i o p
l u j h y ç v b n m x z x z x x d r
u k i f y s e m a n z u j i o p ; l
u y t y u e d e s a e d e s a e d i
o o i u j h u j h y t r f æ e s a a
d t u j i h b j k i ¥ i i t d h d o
l k i u h o r € e s a e d e r t y i
i i u o p u a e u i l u g u r e u o
k p i u f r d e e s e a u v h n j u
i p l i y e s e a s e u y i l i y u
t e s a e d r f t u k i o p u i t y
e e u i o u d e s e d t u i k i o p
l h t g r d e r f r t y g h u j l i

WORD SEARCH
transcendentalism hegemony intersectionality

zeitgeist     Syria
Obamacare raison d’être Tutankhamun     

lilliputian semicolon

The Hegemoncle is proud to announce its 
new attack opossum and next year’s editor 
“Lenny the Stalker of Twilight” (shown here 

about to hug a student with his teeth)

Macalester College’s new mascot
 “Charles the Coked Up Primate”



Who are your top five favorite popes?

What is your preferred buzzer setting on your 
electric razor?

If you weren’t His Holiness, and weren’t destined 
to be the leader of Tibetan Buddhism, but you 
were a senior at a liberal arts college with a 
history major and you were about to graduate, 
what would you do with your life?

Can I smoke e-cigarettes in here? They don’t 
smell. It’s just water vapor. 

Is reincarnation more painful than the traditional 
American birthing process?

What three vegetables best describe your 
personality?

Do you think the critical reaction to Kendrick 
Lamar’s debut album was sensationalist?

Will you compare and contrast yourself to an 
actual llama?  

 You inspire us all, Mr. Lama. Your protest of 
Chinese hegemony has really resonated with us 
here in the Macalester community. So, do you 
think disciplinary actions enacted against the 
student organization KWOC were inappropriate 
and heavy-handed?  

Beatles or Stones? 

REJECTED 
QUESTIONS
FOR THE

DALAI LAMA

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

8

9

1

QUESTION THAT 

SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN REJECTED 

FOR THE 
DALAI LAMA

What do you think is the greatest sport in the 
world?

1

Various Student 
Reactions to the 

Dalai Lama: 
A Stockphoto 

Representation

10
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An inside source reports today that Mommy and 
Mommy’s friend Steve may not have, in fact, been 
“bed wrestling” when Mommy’s door was accidentally 
opened last Saturday.

In addition, new information has come to our attention 
suggesting that the funny yelling overheard earlier 
this week may have potentially not been “Mommy and 
Steve laughing while having a tickle fight.”

This new information calls into question the existence 
of previously observed games such as “naked charades” 
and “sweaty horsies.” 

While the true nature of these games is unclear, many 
sources think it has something to do with kissing.

New Information Emerges
About Mommy’s Friend Steve

Top Analysts Suspect Lisa 
Might Want to Kiss You

Despite the fact that she’s always mean to you and 
chases you around, experts now believe Lisa may 
actually want to kiss you.  Although her intentions 
remain ambiguous, many think that Lisa’s aggression 
is actually the manifestation of some sort of perverse 
affection.  For example, when she says “I think 
you’re mean and you smell bad,” she may actually be 
saying that she has a big ol’ crush on you.  However, 
although she may want to kiss you, it’s probably just 
on the cheek, because lips?  Ewwy.

Findings Suggest Girls
Have Pee-Pees Too

Breaking news emerged today that girls, 
once thought to have nothing Down 
There, may in fact have pee-pees just 
like mine and yours.  Fascinatingly, one 
investigator claims that not only do they 
have pee-pees, but that their pee-pees go 
in.  So far this claim has been dismissed 
as ridiculous and “simply infeasible” 
by the majority of the journalistic 
community.

Information regarding whether or not 
girls also have bum-bums is currently 
being heatedly debated.

Daddy Is Only The Second-Tallest
Man In The World

Billy’s dad is a little taller.

Blast From The Past:
The biggest news stories from the 1 9 0s9
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Hegemonocle ReadeRs’ Polls
(PeoPle lIke you!)

What did you do over J-Term?

Do you find bravery in Kanye West’s bravado?

What time is it?

Are you satisfied with the Hegemonocle?

I feel lukewarm about this question.      Certainly, I am Kanye West. 

11%

1%

Indeed! The Hegemonocle always leaves me quenched, 
fulfilled, and eagerly waiting for more!

The Hegewhat?

I don’t know, I guess not, but I’ve just felt so distant 
lately, and so has the Hegemonocle, but that’s not 

Hege’s fault, it’s mine...my own issues with intimacy.

0%   10%    20%    30%   40%    50%    60%    70%    80% 

Masturbated 
Excessively

44%Drank Shitty 
Beer in a Friend’s 

Basement or 
“Hometown Bar” 

44%

Said, “Never have I ever 
brushed another human’s 
teeth,” During a Game of 

Never-Have-I-Ever
3%

Wrote a 
Hegemonocle Article

1%

Checked My Email Daily to 
See if My Unrequited Kagin 

Love Responded to that 
Buzzfeed Link 

8%

Yesterday
9% Time is relative

19%

Time for you to 
get a watch!

6%

5 O’Clock 
Somewhere

13%

Aaaaaaaaadventure 
Time!
26%

Good Riddance 
(Time of Your Life)

27%
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    1. Lewis Black as the newest American ambassador.
    2. Newt Gingrich as Gringott’s goblin stunt double.
    3. Changing of the National Anthem to “Call Me Maybe.”
    4. Swearing now a felony.*
    5. Appeal to adopt Frisbee golf, LARPing for next Winter Olympics.
    6. Mosquitoes are now a protected species.
    7. Puce as the national color.
    8. Change the word “birdie” in badminton back to “shuttlecock.”
    9. Every “Terms and Conditions” must have a pop quiz at the end to     
    ensure careful reading.
    10. Tacos on sticks.

*Currently Filibustered: 52/48 “Fucking Against It.”

What is the most practical sleeveless 
garment in your wardrobe?

What literature have you read in the last year?

What’s in your fridge?

Do you enjoy the movie Gone in Sixty Seconds?

  Sriracha

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
“Cow’s” Milk Cow’s “Milk”  Urine Sample

Zuul Cow’s Milk

Absolutely. Nicholas Cage gives 
the dramatic performance of the 
decade and his car thief ex-car 
theif relationship with Angelina 
Jolie is a timeless love story.
No.

69%

0.10%

63%

14%

6.30%

“The Escort and the Client’s Son: My Encounters with Phil Pt. 3”

Thistle, Chanter, or Consonat

Jstor Articles for My Intro Social Science Course...just kidding

My Grandfather’s Unpublished Science Fiction Novel

Greek Orthodox Bible

It doesn’t have a name, but 
it’s leather and can only be 

removed with a partner.
11%

I don’t own any sleeveless 
clothing because 

breathability is for quitters.
10%

Three Wolf Moon 
Tank Top

41%

My Father’s Maroon 
Fleece Vest 

36%

2014 Congressional Agenda
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Macstagram #SB2014

Finally told Mom about my 
double major #Philosophy 
#ReligiousStudies #Poverty

Stayin’ at Mac 4 Break 
#WhoNeedsMexico?!? 

#ManCandyMonday 

•	 Gluten-Full Beer a Big Hit with Normal People
•	 Jay-Z to Fans: “It’s pronounced J-Zee. I can tell when you say it wrong.”
•	 The Boxcar Children lose touch in bleak and dull adulthood
•	 Stray	dog	finishes	fourth	in	medal	count	at	Vancouver	2010	
•	 Area man gives up on going to the doctor; instead relying on Yahoo 

Answers
•	 White	student	plays	black	character	in	video	game,	feels	like	he	

“understands discrimination”
•	 Local	Band	changes	name	for	the	third	time:	Believe	‘The	Droolers’	to	be	

superior name to “Helicopter Erection”
•	 4th	Grade	Election	thrown	off	by	literal	mudslinging	

THIS JUST IN:

Such a spiritual experience!!
#LifeChanging	#VacationToAfrica
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Dear Jimmy,
I noticed I had not yet received thank you note for the 
lovely satin gloves I gave you for Christmas, so I thought 
that I would write you a you’re welcome note. I spent quite 
a long time choosing out the perfect fingerware for you.
 They’re very soft and black satin goes with everything! 
Maybe you could debut them at your cousin’s bat mitzvah 
next month. Anyways, I just wanted to say “you’re welcome” 
and those gloves were very thoughtful and maybe you should 
be more thoughtful too.

XOXO
Granny Gibaldi

From the Offices of GRANNY GIBALDI

Flock of Birds FlockA Birds

Unlikely Friendships
Rhinoceros and 

Polar Bear

Sea Turtle 
and Moose

All 
Humankind
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Farm-raised Chicken Breast.

What Cafe Mac Says vs. 
What it Should Say

SAYS:

SHOULD SAY:

SAYS:

SHOULD SAY:

SAYS:

SHOULD SAY:

SAYS:

SHOULD SAY:

SAYS:

SHOULD SAY:

SAYS:

SHOULD SAY:

Twin Cities Roast, a nutty honey, roasted almond, and chocolate blend.

Twin Cities Roast, a diluted, luke-warm, slightly caffeinated ass-water blend.

Pizza with fresh brie, crème sauce, pork tenderloin, and sautéed onions on a fresh flatbread.
Pizza with a frozen crust and shredded cheese sprinkled with the nasty leftovers from the grill.

One Serving.

3 raviolis, two green beans and a Happy fucking Tuesday.

Assorted Bars and Cookies.

Many options, but they all taste the same.

Vegan Apple Crisp.

Sliced apples and dry oatmeal microwaved and then refrigerated.

Previously frozen bird carcass that’s dry as Arrakis.

Coming
Soon To Theaters

“The Little Engine 
That Could”

A dramatic reading 
performed by Mel 

Gibson.

“The Sound of Music”
Starring Ke$ha as 

Maria, Kristen Stew-
art as Liesl, and 
Eminem as Rolf.

“Panning for Gold”
The touching 

romance of two 
nurses who empty 
the bed pans at a 

nursing home.

“Amnesia”
An 

unforgettable 
tale of terror.

“Internet Explorer: The 
Rise of a Warrior”

It takes a while to get 
started, but once it 

does… it’s still pretty 
slow.

“The Missing Spider”
I swear it was up in 

the corner. 
Where  the fuck did 

it go?

“Rock, Paper, 
Scissors”

A tumultuous 
friendship ends in 

triple murder.
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Pizza with fresh brie, crème sauce, pork tenderloin, and sautéed onions on a fresh flatbread.
Pizza with a frozen crust and shredded cheese sprinkled with the nasty leftovers from the grill.

	  

Paris?

	  

China?

	  

	   Washington
D.C.?

Egypt?

WHERE
IN THE

WORLD
IS

EDWARD 
SNOWDEN?
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Student Disappointed with Birthday
Sophomore Cory Polk, a self-described “birthday person,” turned twenty 
Monday, but was disheartened by the lack of enthusiasm his friends showed for 
his birthday.

Polk was met with only half-hearted birthday wishes when he announced that it 
was his birthday in his political science course. “Happy Birthday” was not sung 
to him, even after subtly hinting that he wanted it to be.

“I mean, a lot of people wrote to me on my Facebook wall this year, which was 
nice,” said Polk, “but it’s like, would they have even remembered it was my 
birthday if Facebook hadn’t reminded them?  I doubt it.”

He had hoped his pre-birthday tweet, which read “Hey, it’s my birthday 
tomorrow, hope it’s better than last year’s :/ #IloveBirthdays”, would spur his 
friends to action, but he had no such luck.  Polk received no birthday gifts, aside 
from twenty dollars from his grandmother inside a store-bought card that read 
“Here’s twenty dollars for my Cor-cor’s twentieth.  Don’t spend it all on junk 
food and soda pop!  -Love, Mee-Ma.”

Polk said he foresees a downward trend in birthdays following his twenty-first.

“I mean, next year’s birthday should be fun, but, after that, what is there to 
look forward to?  My fiftieth?  I guess I’m going to have to accept the fact that 
I’m getting older now, and people just don’t get that excited for some adult’s 
birthday.”

Polk’s roommate Alex Sunder said the disappointed birthday boy’s night ended 
with him looking through old pictures of childhood birthdays and showing 
them to Sunder, who was busy trying to write a geography paper.

“I felt bad for him,” said Sunder, “but it was like, dude, I don’t really give a shit 
that you had a ninja-dinosaur themed party when you were ten, even if your 
parents made a ‘really sick obstacle course.’”

Polk said he plans on trying to convince his friends that his birthday is really 
more of a week-long event.  We wish him luck.

Things your parents could be 
up to right now:

1. working
2. fun home improvement 

projects
3. no good
4. replacing you

BREAKING NEWS

First year gets stoned and 
watches documentary; 
questions choice of major

Macalester finally divests from 
fossil fuels; invests in lava

Student uses hashtag on 
Facebook semi-ironically

Macalester’s new spokesperson: 
Mr. Worldwide, Pitbull

Local Ghosts Tiring of Old 
Haunts

White House declares obesity 
too tough to tackle; tries to 
outrun it

NSFW stuff

•	 not wearing your hard hat
•	 not wearing closed toe 

shoes
•	 roughhousing
•	 russian roulette
•	 next level magic tricks
•	 explosives
•	 murder
•	 not reading the safety 

handbook
•	 porn
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Sophomore First Person to Not Look Cool While Smoking Cigarette
Last Friday, sophomore Jim Galb became the first person in the history of the tobacco industry to look uncool while 
smoking a cigarette. 

“He didn’t seem mysterious, misunderstood, or rebellious” said one onlooker, “I would be very comfortable with him 
dating my daughter.”

Jim’s smoke break outside College Hall lasted approximately fifteen indecisive minutes and not once was his behavior 
reminiscent of James Dean. At no point did he gaze forlornly at the empty sky, lean casually against a wall, or even appear 
to be questioning the conforming institutions of modern American society.

“I would never expect him to be in a Wes Anderson film,” added Larry Kraeger ’16, “certainly not the Royal Tenembaums. I 
don’t think Quentin Tarantino would even use him as an extra!”

After he finished smoking, maintaining a distance of fifteen feet from any campus building, Jim deposited his cigarette butt 
in the nearest ashtray. He continued to the cafeteria wearing a non-leather jacket, sporting prescription reading glasses, and 
not riding a motorcycle.     

New Greek Organizations Face Unprecedented Challenges on 
Macalester Campus

Macalester College, a formerly anti-Greek institution, adopted its first fraternity and sorority last month. New to 
campus were Delta Alpha Delta, the college’s fledgling fraternity, and Mu Omicron Mu, its sister sorority. The Greek 
houses replaced Macalester’s Russian and French houses.

“Who even lived in those places? This is America,” said Brock O’Tool, the Macalester junior who pushed for Greek life 
on campus. “Who needs to be bilingual when you can be frat-tastic?”

The fraternity held several workshops to spark interest among male students: How to Use Moodle to Get Laid, C’s Get 
Degrees, Why Being Politically Incorrect is More Fun. Mu Omicron Mu sponsored events for female students such 
as Vanity & Vineyard Vines, Manicures & MRS Degrees, and Conformity & Cupcakes. The preliminary activities 
were poorly attended and attracted very few 
recruits.

Delta Alpha Delta and Mu Omicron Mu co-
hosted a frat party in hopes of rallying student 
enthusiasm. The event featured near-lethal 
consumption of alcohol, excessively sexual 
dancing, high levels of intercourse, and dog 
fights.   

However, many Mac students remained 
unconvinced after the gathering. “Isn’t this 
what we have Kagin for?” said a sophomore.

“We wanted to let Macalester try out Greek 
life,” said President Brian Rosenberg. “It’s clear 
that most students are not ready for such a 
mainstream approach to social life.”
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Intellectual Giants
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Restless Leg Syndrome!

Irritable •  Nonplussed • Active • Hearty • Cool • Lugubrious 
• Charismatic • Seven • Engaged • Sonorous • Demure • Coy • 
Admirable • Obliging • Shy • Puzzled • Tacky • Nonchalant • 

Posh • Imperial  

Liver • Ear • Follicles • Heart • Jowls • Thighs • Iliotibial Band 
• Toes • Esophagus • Bladder • Pancreas • Larynx • 

Pituitary Gland • Lymph Nodes • Fingernails • Elbow

Stomach Rumblings — Redness of Skin — Tautness 
— Crippling Social Anxiety — Thirst  — 

Body Stops Producing Cartilage — Crying — Mucus 
— Pins and Needles — Mitochondrial Deficiencies — 

More Puberty — Oedipal Complex — Swelling 
— Rerouting of Nerves — Overwhelming Apathy — 

Extra Knuckles — Excessive Hair Growth 
— Need to Urinate — Sweaty Palms

Make your own Syndrome! 

Tacky Larynx Syndrome!
Irritable Bowel Syndrome!

PICK YOUR 
SYMPTOMS:

Adjective

Body PARt
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Hegemonocle’s Week in Preview

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sounds Like Some Kind of Interpretive Dance Show or Something 
Like That(?)

Tuesday, or maybe Wednesday, some kind of dance show is going 
to happen, where they interpret something.  Or maybe it’ll be an 
interpretation of a dance, through poetry.  Or something else entirely.  
The dancers have been seen walking off in a huff, muttering something 
about low culture, and being misunderstood. 

You Have a Calculus Test on Thursday

  Have fun!!

German House Sponsored 5K

The amateur bracket is done, and so is the 
intermediate, bringing us to the final round of this 
year’s running extravaganza.  Cheer on friends and 
family this weekend as runners compete to be the 
winner of the German House’s Master Race.

Annual Prison Beauty Pageant

This event, a longtime tradition and favorite pastime of Hennepin County 
Correctional Facility, will be open to the public.  The talent portion has taken 
most of the year, with contestants pulling off everything from drunk driving 
to breaking and entering, with a few possession charges in the mix.  Once 
the contestants secured their place in the competition, some went through a 
rigorous physical regimen, while others honed skills like shiv making and hole 
digging.  This Wednesday, one person will rise to the top to be crowned this 
year’s “Miss Demeanor.”

Warm Day Probably Some Kind of Sick Joke 

Next Monday’s 45°F weather forecast, is being met with varying degrees 
of enthusiasm.  Jaded sophomore, Devõn K , upon being told the 
forecast, simply grimaced and asked, “What about Thursday?” 
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CAGE MATCH

POPE
BENEDICT

THE DALAI 
LAMA

MACALESTER PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS:

HEAD TO HEAD IN THE LOCH

VS

Your 
body will be 

at peace when it 
is in pieces.

SEE YOU IN 
HELL,

MOTHERFUCKER!

Reversible Tanks



Diary of a Worm

I am unsure of my gender 
identity in the context 
of the human binary


